Tionne
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

This modern,
asymmetrical, striped
pullover is designed to be
custom fit to your body,
in any gauge, and can be
worn in any direction!
Get really different kinds
of sweaters depending on
your yarn weight, and on
the density of your gauge.
Constructed modularly,
using short row
techniques to cast on
and bind off stitches
sideways, provisional
cast-on methods, and
grafting, there are no
sewn seams, no picked
up stitches, and very few
extra ends to weave in.
The piece is almost entirely garter stitch worked flat
and stockinette worked around, meaning very little purling
- only 2 of the 6 sections involve purling. All the long
rows of plain knitting make this an excellent multi-task
knit! Once you get each section set up, it’s easy to
knit while focusing your attention elsewhere.
Tionne is copyright Lee Meredith 2014 - for personal
use only, no reprinting/redistributing - thanks! Visit
the leethalknits.com faq page or the leethal ravelry
group if you have questions or need help.

You need
‣ enough yarn in any weight - vague (very
approximate!) estimates given in the above grid
are the total yardage for long sleeve sweaters, in
a slightly looser gauge than standard gauge
-- if you use MC for the section 1 solid color neck/
waist part (like the sample), then you’ll need approx
2/3 of total yardage in MC, 1/3 in CC
-- if you use CC for the section 1 solid color neck/
waist part, then you’ll need approx 45% of total
yardage in MC, 55% in CC (a bit more than half)
-- for the short sleeve variation, you’ll need approx
10% fewer total yards/meters than listed (for
example, if your listed yardage is 1400, then you’ll
need approx 140 yards less, so approx 1260 total)
-- the sample is in Hikoo Kenzie worsted weight yarn,
size US 7 needles, 6 skeins of Malbec main color, 3
skeins of Boysenberry contrasting, for a large size
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weight
fingering yards
fingering meters
sport yards
sport meters
dk yards
dk meters
worsted yards
worsted meters
aran yards
aran meters
bulky yards
bulky meters

XS
1300
1200
1200
1100
1100
1000
1000
900
900
800
800
750

S
1450
1300
1350
1250
1200
1100
1100
1000
1000
900
900
800

M
1650
1500
1500
1400
1350
1250
1250
1150
1100
1000
1000
900

L
1800
1650
1650
1500
1500
1400
1400
1300
1200
1100
1100
1000

XL
XXL XXXL
2050 2300 2500
1900 2100 2300
1800 2000 2200
1650 1800 2000
1650 1800 2000
1500 1650 1800
1500 1650 1800
1400 1500 1650
1300 1400 1600
1200 1300 1450
1200 1300 1400
1100 1200 1300

‣ 2 circular needles, sized to match your yarn
-- one 60”/150cm and one 24”/60cm or 32”/80cm is
best (if your midsection circumference, below waist,
is less than 32”/80cm, you’ll need the 24”/60cm)
-- a 40”/100cm will work in place of the 60”/150cm;
having a second 40”/100cm on hand might be
helpful if you don’t have a 60”/150cm
-- for the short sleeve variation, you still need 2
needles, but they can be 24”/60cm and 32”/80cm
-- if you use interchangeable needles, you can use a
longer cord and a shorter cord, and switch the tips
to whichever is in use - you’ll only use one at a time
‣ optional: a set of double pointed needles if you
prefer them for a small circumference around
‣ 2 stitch markers
‣ some scrap yarn (cotton works well)
‣ a crochet hook for provisional cast-on
‣ a blunt yarn needle for grafting
‣ optional: up to 5 stitch holders to use instead of
holding stitches on scrap yarn (3 long, 2 short)
‣ a tape measure
‣ a calculator (or calculator phone/computer app)

Weight / gauge
Any gauge will work for any size sweater, but
different weights/gauges will make for different looks,
of course. Use a heavy weight for a big, cozy sweater;
use a fine weight, fingering or sport, for a lighter layer.
Using a needle size slightly larger than the standard
recommended size is a good idea, so the sweater
drapes well, because of the oversized shaping. At
least 1-2 sizes larger than the standard size is
recommended, or if the ball band gives a range of
sizes, then use the largest, or 1 size larger.
You could even use a fine weight yarn (fingering to
DK range) with needles many sizes bigger than
standard, for an extra loose, near-transparent kind of
look, to layer over a top in mild seasons/climates.
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Techniques

J u d y ’s m a g i c c a s t - o n

Crochet provisional cast-on

Follow the basic instructions here, along with the
details in the pattern (or click over to this knitty.com
tutorial for a more thorough how-to). For extra help,
see animation of the movements on leethalknits.com.

Crochet a chain around your needle, using scrap
yarn (cotton works well), starting with a slip knot
tightened onto crochet hook.
A

B

C

D

E

F

A

Make a slip knot, yarn tail approx 4
times length of cast-on; place on
needle (this is first cast-on stitch).
Hold (circular) needles parallel, pointing
left, slip knot on top. In left hand,
hold yarn with tail up over index
finger, yarn end which is attached
to ball down over thumb (A).

‣ Holding needle with point facing ahead, crochet
hook to one side, hold yarn underneath needle to
other side (A).
‣ Grab yarn from over knitting needle with crochet
hook (B); bring loop through slip knot (C), making
one "stitch" around needle.
‣ Move yarn from front of needle to behind it (D);
repeat crochet move, pulling loop over front of
needle through loop on hook.
‣ Repeat until correct number of stitches are on
needle (E).
‣ Make chain of several stitches (F), cut yarn, pull
through - this chain will tell you where to unravel
to work with stitches later.
To use the live stitches later, unravel the chain from
the stitches one stitch at a time, slipping live stitches
onto knitting needle. Note: there will be 1 fewer stitch
than the number of stitches you cast on.

Bring top needle down over bottom
strand of yarn, then back so yarn
loops around front of top needle,
through middle of needles, to the
back (C). This is second stitch cast
on to top (slip knot was first).

Make 1 increase
It’s important to use the m1 technique listed in the
abbreviations (knit through back loop of strand lifted
from between stitches) - if you use a different increase
technique, you could end up with major holes.

To begin knitting, turn needles so they
are facing right (now last cast-on
stitch is on top needle, since
they’ve been flipped) (E).

The pattern will tell you when to “lock in CC yarn”
which will carry it neatly up the back side between
stripes. Lock in yarn as you would with long floats in
stranded colorwork. (Or, you can twist the yarns
together in a different way if you prefer that instead.)
See tutorial for locking in yarn on leethalknits.com;
you’ll only lock a strand into a single stitch at a time.

Grafting
Instructions are given in Finishing section - see
leethalknits.com for photo tutorials of all methods.
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C

Repeat those two movements - wrap
top strand around bottom needle,
then wrap bottom strand around
top needle - until you’ve completed
your cast-on stitch count (D).
End with a bottom stitch, so there are
the same number on each needle.

Locking in carried yarn

B

Bring bottom needle up over top
strand of yarn, then down so yarn
loops around front of bottom
needle, through middle of needles,
to the back (B). This is first stitch
cast on to bottom needle.

D

E

Pull bottom needle out so the bottom
cast-on stitches are on the cord,
and you can use bottom needle to
knit into top needle stitches.
Yarn tail is coming down from top
stitch - let that hang loose, in back,
and bring working yarn from bottom
up to the front (F), to knit across
stitches on top needle (pulling tail
strand to tighten it as you knit the
first stitch, or after knitting it).

F

When working across bottom stitches,
knit into back loops to untwist.
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